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Abstract 
Content based retrieval of d q t d  vldeo is a key component of any Interactive Multlmecba 
System This requlres the abhty to retneve, class@ and andyze vldeo sequences based 
on the properties of objects and then actions Hypervldeo takes mteractivlty m cjlgtd 
vldeo to its peak It adds excitement and life to o t h m s e  passive vldeo vlewmg In 
Hypervldeo the user marks an object of interest 'hot' by clicking on any vldeo object 
and then, one can track the 'hot' object as it moves By hyperhnlung such 'hot' objects 
to secondary vldeos one can add interactivlty to the video 
These two apphcat~ons bnng out the mportance of processmg digtal vldeo for 
object recovery and feature extraction 
Digtal Video is becoming ~ncreasingly awlable m MPEG compressed format 
While the cornpresslon reduces the storage and network costs, it mcreases the cost of 
processing since the vldeo data has to be decompressed before it can be processed The 
overhead of decornpresslon IS enormous One way to circumvent thls problem is to 
process the vldeo in compressed form Motivated by the above considerations, in thls 
Thesis, we conslder the follomng operations in compressed domun in MPEG1 video 
streams 
1 Object Segmentation 
2 Object Tracklng 
3 Object Skeletonization 
While the MPEG wdeo compression standard IS opt~mized to achieve good compression, 
it IS a real challenge to perform robust video processing operations m compressed domam 
Object Segmentation ~s done making use of the encoded motron mformation 
MPEG vldeo streams have motion vectors coded for every block of 16x 16 plxels for 
the predictively coded video frames We first extract the block motion vectors from the 
coded video stream and do a smoothing in order to eliminate isolated, noisy motion 
vectors Then a dense motion field (one m which every pixel has a motion vector) IS 
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obtmed by m e w  of mteerpolation We have uaed both a h e a r  111terpolat1on teduque 
and a f a t  surface mterpolahon technique wmg wavelets as precondhonmg transform 
(later proposed by Pentlaad) 
After the mteerpolation, segmentation a accomphshed by clustmg of the pixels 
m h g  use m p l e  object motion heuristics We have pmented three clustering a l p  
nthms for object segmentation and drscussed theu worhng under Merent con&t~ons 
of real world motion 
The prevlous techmque segments the object of interest m a frame As the object 
moves across b e 8 ,  it a necessary to track it We have presented two object traehng 
algorithms for trsehng the object through the frame sequence One of these tracks the 
nearest mot~on centnod, whde the other uses the MPEG mot~on vectors for tradung 
Object Skeletowation involves compact representation of an object by its skeleton 
We have used two approacha for object skeletoruzation, namely M d a l  h Transfor- 
mation and Object Tlunmg Both these methods are apphed after the segmentation 
of the object The Medid h Transformation uses the dutance transform and the 
Thinnmg Algorithm iteratively deletes the unwanted edge po~nts of the object to obtam 
the object skeleton 
We have demonstrated the above three operations in the form of a Hyper Video m which, 
when a user clicks on an object, a separate vldeo shomg object skeletons is played T ~ I S  
has applications m sports and choreography mdm 
